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Under the influence of advances in the study of memory on

adults (especially AtkinOon & Shiffrin, 1971) investigations on

the development of memorial abilities hale increased considerably

dUring the past decade. Mast of these investigations have shown

young children to be at a considerable disadvantage. In pectic-
, ,

ular, they are imputed to have a smaller information processing

capacity (Pascual-Leone, 1970), to rely more upon retrieval fro:

abort -term than long-term memory and to be deficient with reaper
1

to organizational and rehearsal strategies (Belmont & Butterfield,

1:69; Cole et al., 1971; Liberty .sit Ornstein, 1973; Shuell, 1969).

While it would be, foolhardy to assert that there are no gual-

itative differences in the growth of memorial abilities, an exam-

ination of the tasks used to assess, these talents may have been de-.

signed, inadvertently, to obtain some of the effects found. For

example, most of the materials used in free reeail experiments on

children are words; occassionally the stimuli are pictures or

objects but the responses are invariably words, either spoken or

written. To the extent that organizing depends upCn the use of

shared taxonomic categoriee or semantic features, 'pee would expect
%.

to find developmental differences in organization since it requires

time and experience to learn these concepts (Gerjouy & spitz, 1966,

Nelson, 1969). In the absence of obvious class concepts, one might

expect that it also requires. time and experience with words in

various contexts in order to derive semantic relations which may
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be used to associate the words in a temporary organization for

purposes of recall. These problems do not exist if one is in r-

ested in whether the child knows certain concepts and will usi

them. However, the heavy reliance upon verbal materials bec 4mes

problematical when one is interested in. lie question: Cas

0

young child organize information for purposes of recall? mere, the

development of semantic organization is confounded with tle develop-

ment of organizing strategies per se.

Motor-Action Equences as.elpgpsgs

It is almost a truism in developmental psychology that the

child initially represents his world via sensory7motor action see

auences and it is liossible that these sequences, once internalized,

become organized terms of the common properties of, the motor

I

responses, in part:.cular, the location of the action with reference
i

13

to one's body. Fr m a mnemonic point of view, a person may certainty

use kinesthetic and sensory feedback to remember an/activity or

event and the body provides a highly structured sp tial referent

for associating all sorts of things usinv the well known method of

loci. Comething like the method of loci must opeate when you ask

a child of two ears of age, Where is your nose?
/

i Where's your
. I

belly-button? e c°.

The idea tilt action sequences may be better responses than

verbal ones in recall seems to he embodied in the well-known game

of "Simon Says". Here the child readily learns to translate a

;j .1
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verbal command, e.g. "Touch your nose" into the appropriate action,

and he or she seems to enjoy it. In our experiment, we used a

modified "Simon Says" game to study the free recall of eight

different_, actions. These are.shown in Figure 1.

In our study, we varied the modality of the command. As can

be seen in Figure 1, we either overtly performed each command or

we stated them. Thus from the chill's,point of view, the infor-

mation was either visual or auditory, and the response was an

equivalent motor act. In order co make the experiment comparable

to a free recall study, we fist read or demonstrated each of the

eight commands in a random order. After all of the commands were

presented, the child had to execu9 as many commands as he could.

Please note some aspects of the commands in Figure 1. Each

command consists of an action (verb) and An object (or instrument).

The location of the body where the action is performed may serve aS

the basis for a possible mnembnic organization. Note thatv the

locations have to do with the head (e.g. touch nose, shake head,

wink eye, open mouth), the arms and torso (raise hands, pat tumefy,

fold arms) and feet (kick foot).

A second source of organization could lie in the actions

themselves and could thus serve as a basis for organizing responses

in long-term memory, Eowever, it is unclear how these actions

would be organized.

The Experiment

In the main experiment, 20 children each frcm kindergarten,
4
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second, fourth and sixth grade levels in the town of Rochester,

Indiana, served-as subjects. There were 10 girls and 10 boys in

each age group.

All the children received 20 presentations of the 8 commands.

Half of the presentations were auditory and half visual, and each

modality occurred for 10 pivsentations in row, their order counter-

balanced over the children. Within each presentation, the commands

were random and two different random orders of the presentations

were used. The commands were shown or spoken as depicted in

Figure 1 except that the word "your" always preceded the object

of the action, and the presentation rate was about four seconds

per command. When demonstrating the command, the experimenter
-"A

always returned to the same neutral sitting position° before

initiating another command.

The median ages of the children (and their ranges) were 5-8

(5-3 to 6-0), 7-8 (7-2 to 6-3), 9-11 (9-3, 10-7) and 11-10 (11-4

to 12-4). They were tested in December and January of the school

year and for convenience; we shall refer to them as 5, 7, 9 and

11 year olds.

We shall present the results on the main points of interest

with respect:to age differences in recall:

(1)-serial position or primacy and recency effects

(2) modality effects

(3) command effects

(4)'organizational strategies

3 0 0 0 3



Serial Pcoition Effects
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Although the input order of the commands vaeied randomly;

'we found typical serial position effects on recall. the percentege.

of commands correctly recalled for each input position is shOwn

for each age group'in Figure 7. Note that there were primacy and

rec6pcy effects.

. 4,e can see the developmental differences in these more

clearl by comparing the 5-year-old children with the 11-e;eare

old children on the relative proportion of correct responses as

.is shown in FLgure 3. Figure 3 was obtained by finding, for each

age group, the proportionLof correct resoonses for. each oosieion

relative to the total number of correct resnonses. (W have

labelled this inverse relative' difficulty since' these curves are

usually plotted relative to total errors. We should have labelled

the ordinate felative percent vrrect instead..)

Figure 3 cleaely sl-pwa that th6%youngvi children gave relativey

more recent commands than did the 11-y ar-olds; the older children

are better, hoeever, at the initial and m drUe portions of the.o

curve. These data are consistent with those of Cole, Frank'el and

sharp (1()71) who did one Of the first systematite studies 04

memory develooment using words as stimuli and _responses. Thus

serial position effects do not appear to depend upon the nature of

the response Sep se. (We may note in passing that all the

children improved ever trials to` sonic extent, although the amount

0 7
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of improvement was not dramatic and that the serial position

curves over trials replicated the findings of tole, Frankel and

Sharp 101): for early trials, there is greater, recency and

for later trials there is more primacy, suggesting that more

information is being transferred into long-term storage and that

this information may be organized.)

_Modality Effects 0

oeeing was clearly better than hearing the commands, especially

for the younger children. Figure 4 comperes the performance of

the age groups for each modality. Note that the vieual presentation

aided the younger children more than%it did the older. ones, i.e.

there was a modality-age interaction.

While one may be tempted to conclude thac seeing or visual

Information is processed beater by young children, in line with

Bruner' Olver and Greenfield's (1966) hypothesis that young

children rely more on iconic storage than acoustic'storage, our

subsequent analyses and experiments on command differences suggest

a different interpretation. The visual presentation is lcss

ambiguous or vague as to what is being asked for and provides a

direct representation of the action-object relation than does the

auditory command.

Commands

The difficulty of the commands per se is shown in Figure 5.

Here we have arranged the commands on the abscissa according to

0 0 .
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-hOW difficult .they were on average with the most difficult on

the lift. Note that this order holds for the .5-and 7-year-old
0

'children but increasingly less so for the older children.

When we examined the improvement in performance over trials,

we found that improVemend occurred only for the first four commands

i(couch, shake, fold and pat). No improvement wieh practice was

noted for the other four commands.

Mese data forced us to look more carefully at the commands

as a source of developmental differences: An action%pject or

action - instrument analysis suggested that those commands which

were the easiest to perform were also the least vague or ambiguous.

That is, with respect to one's body, some actions are performed

on or with a few oarts while other actions apply more widely.

Actions Qhich are restricted in scope were the easiest to recall.

Ambiguity Stugi
0

Wo carried out another small experiment to measure the amount

of ambiguity in the commands with respect to the locus of the.

action. We asked 26 children in a third grade/elass in Princeton

to tell us, separately,' for each command, "How many different way:.

can you (verb) some part of your body? The children wrote, for

each action, the'number of objects on a separate sheet of paper.

The' relation between the ambiguity or vagueness of the locus

of the action and difficulty of the commands is summarized in

Figure 6. The figure shows the number of possible objects given

0 001
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for each command by the children and then correlation with ease

of recall. Note chat the overall correlation is quite. high and

that strong positive correlations were obtained for all groups

except the 11-year-old children,' Clearly, understanding fully

an instruction is at issue and for some reason, the oldest 'children

. are able to disambiguate the command with respect to locus better

than children ranging in age from 5 to 10. years.

An analysis of the Commands and their vagueness suggests that

younger children are more susceptible to.interference or competition

of responses than are older children: Note that each command

could be viewed as having two response components: The action

and the object of the action. Differential forgetting out out

of abort-term store could occur for either component but more

possible objects would make it difficult to code the entire action
o

sequence. thus the responSe interference would be in the coding

or the representation of the action sequence in memory and not

t the point of execution.

Orclanizational effeets

The recall protocols were examined for possible organizational

structures and developmental differences in two ways: (1) subjective

organization (so) (as indexed by Bousfield and Bousfield's (1966)

measure of intertrial repetitions) and (2) hierarchical cluster

analysis (as measured by Friendly's (1971) diameter method on

inter-item proximities).
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First, Figure 7 summarizes the SO results. ror all group#

except the 7-year-olds, a significant majority of the children

showed net positive so (observed-expected inter-trial repetitiOns)*

However, an analysis bf variance on these scores yielded a bonier-.

line, p=.083, developMental difference.

For ages 5-10, there were no numerical differences worthy °f

note: Thus, so and developmental differences in recall are not .

related except for the oldest age group (cf. Laurence, 1966, fOr

similar results).

Figure 8 shows the hierarchical cluster analysis results for

all'ehe children in terms of modality of input. The analysis 0

as anticipated, the children structure their actions as output

in terms of the locus of the action:

(1) by head (wink, open, touch,shake)

(2) by torso and arms. (fold, raise,° pat)

and

(3) by legs (kick)

This organization holds for either input modality (cf. BotAsfi~'.

and Cohen, 1955) indicating that it occurs in the response outi?ut

and not at input or storage. In the development of thi's organ

the bottleneck may be on the response side also. The

child.is restrained to give one response at a time and delay oOt

of iconic or auditory store may result because of Lime due to

execution rather than coding and translation. Those issues are

not resolved here or in the adult literature; for that matter.

0
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Figures 9 and 10 show the hierarchical structures for visua)

presentation and auditory .presentation, respectively, for each

age level. Note gnat the same head-torso-legs grouping exists

for all groups, with the exception of the 7-yearolds to some

,extent. In Figures 8, re', 10 the number at the left for each

hierarchy is an index of how structured the data were. This

ihdex is called by Friendly (1971) the "root-mean square ultra-
.

metric distortion", and a value legs than el0 is considered to be

an index of low stress or a good fit. All of our values are

considerably lower (in fact, less than .05). Furthermore, there

is only a slight developmental trend in these data, indicating

that the younger children organized their action sequences was

tightly" as did the older children (cf. Moely and Shapiro, 1969).
o

Thus, while the ability to recall commands and translate them

into actions was developmental, the differences would not seem to

be in 'the ability to organize per se.

We found, using action-sequences as responses and direct

auitory or visual codes as stimuli, the typical recall effects

observed by other investigators on memory development who have

used words as stimuli or responses:

(1) Serial position effects with the.younger children showing

more redericy and the older children showing more primacy effects

and (2) better recall by older children. However, since the

younger children structured their. responses'in recall as even
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and in the same way as the older children, these developmental

differences in amount recalled would not seem to depend. 41

all upon response organization. While one may have to recall

in order to organize, one may not have to organizeA.n order to

recall.

t

x.
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Figure Captions

rgure 1. Modes of presentation: Visual and auditory examples

'of, the eight commands used in 'chi., study*.

Figure 2. The percentage of commands correctly executed as

actions for each,positionof presentation input and each age

group.

Figure 3. The number of commands correctly executed at each

position of presentation input relative to the total number

correct for each age groetp.

Figure 4. The percentage of commands correctly executed for

each age group under each modality of presentation.

Figure 5. The difficulty of various commands expressed as the

percentage correctly executed in terms of the order of

difficulty . The commands are

ipdicated by the first letter of the action.

Clgure G. The relationship between order of difficulty in recall

I.
P and ambiguity of the locus of the command. The correlations

are rank order correlation::. The number of different commands

given is the total number of different commands for 76 children.

Fegure 7. Moan subjective organization (SO) and proportion

positive (observed-expected ITR's) scores for each age group.

Figure 8. Hierarchical. cluster analysis structure for all

children and, for each presentation modality. The number in

parenthesis is Friendly's (1971) root mean sauare ultra-

metric distortion index. A value of less than .10 is considered

30 0 1
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index a good hierardhical

Figure 9. Hierarchical cluster analysis results for each age

group for the vlsual mode of presentation.

Figure 10. Hierarchical cluster analysis results for each ago

group for The audiorymode of Presentation,
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rank exp. 1 ambiguity study
_order perc e r.t numbei of different

correct objects per command
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4 wink 81
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.6 fold. 75
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touch 23,
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